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I bought a 115

Posted by cardoctork - 21 Dec 2012 01:58
_____________________________________

Well I took a chance and bought a 115 with the exhaust pipe. Anything I should do when moving it and
hooking back up? Also can I hook a remote thermostat up?
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by blume98 - 05 Jan 2013 12:56
_____________________________________

don't need anything on end ,maybe screen to keep mice out
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by jawquin - 05 Jan 2013 13:03
_____________________________________

and birds

Straight out. I use elbow on end.
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by rona - 05 Jan 2013 15:47
_____________________________________

Put a elbow on the end otherwise you can get back pressure from wind blowing against the exh. Then
be sure to plug or cover the end during summer months to avoid birds-bugs and condensation in the
stove.
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by cardoctork - 15 Jan 2013 02:14
_____________________________________

Ok I got it installed and running yesterday. On heat level one I thought boy does that heat! Lit right up
with no problem. I would like to get the latest software I believe it has 2.06 ash dump run 3 cycles with a
pause each turn. Not quite sure what my flame should look like? But it did run perfect all night
============================================================================
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Re: I bought a 115

Posted by Corny - 15 Jan 2013 03:37
_____________________________________

Good for you, Cardoc!

In an earlier thread, Blume98 has kindly offered to send updated software. Send him a pm.

Here are some user videos showing some good flames.
forum.iburncorn.com/wiki/index.php/Bixby#User_Videos
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by cardoctork - 19 Jan 2013 20:04
_____________________________________

Ran the stove last Sunday to this Saturday. Looks like a cold front coming so shut down to clean and
modify
exhaust.
Worked
all week
level
or 3 been
houseburning
is warmthe hardwood pellets from fiberby
and lp the
furnace
has run
aboutgood
2.0 hrs
all week
:)I2have

products in White Pigeon Mi. Seem to burn good and clean, a little concerned about saw dust build up at
bottom of hopper at the feed wheel. Very impressed with the stove. Has a cracked door glass so I sealed
the inside with clear hi temp silicone sealer to keep air out of stove. Will try to get it fixed after cold
weather. be fore the down load site went down I got bixcheck 080315.zip and the manual and 02060021
do I need another file for the 2.71 version? And thanks this group has been very helpful. If I see a deal
on another stove I would buy!
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by rona - 20 Jan 2013 00:52
_____________________________________

Let the hopper run low on pellets and reach into the bottom and mix it up good with your fingers. A lot of
it will be mixed good enough to burn.
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by Corny - 21 Jan 2013 02:21
_____________________________________

cardoctork wrote:
... before the down load site went down I got bixcheck 080315.zip and the manual and 02060021 do I
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need another file for the 2.71 version?

Nope, for 2.71, the loader is included in the executable file.
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by cardoctork - 21 Jan 2013 03:27
_____________________________________

Thanks
When I cleaned it I found the feeder wheel gasket worn ragged so I turn it over for now. Pellets are hard
on it! I think this stove has only had pellets. Last night the weather changed and it was extremely windy. I
found the pot full to the top I increased the exhaust blower to get them back down but it has taken a
while for me to get it adjusted today. Cold enough I had to turn it up to #5 first time for that. Had been
running on 2 and 3.
============================================================================

Re: I bought a 115

Posted by rona - 21 Jan 2013 03:43
_____________________________________

When it gets real cold normally you will have to increase the feed rate a little since the cold air contains
more oxygen. Something to consider is using a thermostat. It will keep the house temp more even and
use less fuel. A cheap one will work just fine.
============================================================================
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